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Outlook 2012 – value through innovation    

 Cautious on High Cost Commodity Chemicals but positive on innovation 
We favour innovative specialty chemicals but remain cautious on calling the 
recovery in commodity chemical margins as this will largely be determined by the
end of de-stocking and a resurgence in base chemical demand. Global policy
remains key to outcomes and China will be a key differentiator while cheap but 
volatile valuations offer opportunities. 

 “Sustainable Innovation: Creating Shared Value” – Chemicals are key 
We agree with Professor Michael Porter and Mark Kramer’s idea that “Creating
Shared Value” will potentially unleash the next wave of global growth. Chemical 
inputs are key providers of innovation through materials science. Within Global
Chemicals, we think Novozymes, Umicore, Hitachi Chemical and Monsanto will
be the leaders in Sustainable Innovation.  

 China most important driver with its high share of global consumption 
Targeted easing, with broader relaxation of China’s tightening to follow, should lift
chemical imports. Social housing should underpin demand for construction related
bulk chemicals such as PVC and Poly Propylene. Real Estate confidence will also 
encourage Chinese demand for durables including autos and white goods leading
support for several plastics and in particular the C4 (butadiene and butyl) chains. 

 Most & Least Preferred Stock Ideas for 2012  
Most preferred stocks are Linde, Mosaic, China Blue Chemical, and Hitachi
Chemical. Our least preferred stocks are Petronas Chemicals, Akzo Nobel, Taiyo
Nippon Sanso and  Monsanto 
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Chemical Most and Least Preferred Stocks Globally for 2012 

Company Market Cap        
(US$ bn) UBS Rating Share Price in 

Local Currency 
Price Target in 
Local Currency P/E 2012E 

MOST PREFERRED 
Linde 24.4 Buy €108.15 €120.00 12.8 
Mosaic  22.8 Buy US$50.95 US$80.00 8.9 
Hitachi 
Chemical 3.8 Buy ¥1420 ¥1700 15.2 
China Blue 
Chemical 3.5 Buy HK$5.85 HK$7.60 9.6 

LEAST PREFERRED 
Monsanto 37.3 Neutral US$69.49 US$72.00 19.5 
Akzo Nobel 10.8 Neutral €34.78 €35.00 11.1 
Petronas 
Chemicals 14.8 Sell RM5.91 RM5.70 15.0 
Taiyo Nippon 
Sanso 2.8 Neutral ¥544 ¥520 12.0 

Source: UBS. Priced as at market close on November 28th 2011 
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Outlook 2012 - Summary 
What is the outlook for Chemicals and our 
central thesis for 2012? 
After a troublesome 2011 where risk was re-priced globally due to politics and 
natural disasters global chemicals have delivered an absolute year to date return 
of -12.7% but have performed more or less in line with global equities with a 
relative return of -2.4%. Chemicals have been the out performer in the Basic 
Materials space where Global Basic Materials have underperformed global 
equities by 11.6%. But there have been significant corrections in value 
particularly in North America where we saw Commodity Chemicals 
underperforming the market by 17% year to date while the Global Industrial Gas 
companies were significant outperformers achieving +16% return year to date 
versus the market. This still raises questions as to whether there is further 
downside to the sector given its outperformance versus the other sectors of 
global basic materials. 

Clearly risk rebasing raises questions on valuation, catalysts for the upside, true 
defensiveness and calling the cyclical recovery. 2012 is the year to decide on 
calling the bottom of the cycle, focussing on cash return and dividends and 
testing defensives. Chemicals continue to offer long term investors mega-trend 
driven stocks linked to “sustainable innovation”. 

Global policy responses remain the keys to material equity outcomes. UBS 
expects a low global growth year in 2012 of c2.7%, with Europe in recession in 
H112 and debt anxiety continuing. We expect the Eurozone crisis will end with 
eurobonds being issued and that could ultimately change sentiment positively. 
Meanwhile a Eurozone recession in H112 will hit the EMEA region the hardest 
but will also pressure China, given that 17% of China’s exports go to Europe.  

The US could surprise in 2012 with lower energy, labour, housing and money 
costs.  US corporates will benefit from low cost of capital and should be able to 
re-leverage in the sustained low interest environment. An unlikely QE3 policy 
response remains a backstop if deflationary pressures re-emerge. Lower US 
energy costs will continue to put ethane based commodity chemical producers 
and nitrogen fertilizer producers low on the cost curve providing less margin 
volatility versus higher cost producers in Asia and Europe. 

Emerging markets should remain relatively attractive with China, India, Brazil 
and TIPs (Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines) benefiting from underlying 
consumption and investment cycles. These will be supportive for net Chemical 
imports while supporting growth in specialty chemicals such as coatings and 
flavours and fragrances as these markets develop 

A modestly stronger US dollar (against the euro) may provide some relief to 
European export dependent producers that faced high domestic currencies in 
2011 – in particular Swiss Chemicals stocks Clariant and Givaudan. 

China continues to be the single most important differentiator for materials 
outcomes. Housing construction remains pivotal and should slow as residential 
prices fall by an estimated 20%, 10% and 5% in primary, secondary and other 
cities from Q311 to end-2012. We expect targeted easing, with a broader 

Our sector stance is Neutral.  

 

Sector has corrected in line with the 
global market but defensive segments 
such as Industrial Gasses have 
significantly outperformed 

2012 is the year to separate the “wood 
from the trees” 

Policy response pivotal if not 
predictable 

US low energy and interest rates could 
surprise 

EM still positive for materials equities 

Currency a strong external impact  

China the most important driver  
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relaxation of China’s tightening policy by Q112, will stabilise consumption. The 
social housing program also will underpin any uplift in base chemicals net 
imports in 2012; any additional stimulus will be expressed in social housing. 
UBS forecast total social funding to rise by 15% y/y in 2012 from the estimated 
Rmb12tr level of 2011, after Rmb14tr was spent in 2010 and in 2009.  

China’s energy constraints will continue to significantly influence pricing and 
trade in several chemicals keeping several cost curves elevated, in particular 
urea, PVC and methanol but petrochemicals in general will continue to be 
supported by Chinese naphtha feedstock constraints.  

Chemical sector faces broad slowdown in industrial demand in H1/12 as auto 
production, chips and wafer starts, consumer purchasing power, construction 
output fall and oil prices fluctuate. The large higher cost diversified commodity 
chemical companies in Europe and Asia still appear to be particularly vulnerable. 
With crude prices likely to fall in H112, drawing down chemical prices and 
stimulating further destocking in the supply chain margins could face more 
pressure. US Commodity Chemical producers will continue to see a feedstock 
cost advantage and hence producer margins are less at risk.  

There has been significant structural change and innovation in the sector as most 
companies have reduced capital intensity and cyclicality. Absolute valuations 
are compelling, but most equities are pressured as the market worries about 
earnings downside in a recessionary developed world. We favour the innovative 
specialty chemical segments of industrial gases, consumer chemicals, low 
feedstock cost US commodity chemicals, agricultural and renewable-energy 
materials. 

“Sustainable Innovation: Creating Shared 
Value”  
Harvard Business School Professors Michael Porter & Mark Kramer’s concept 
of “Creating Shared Value”1, which focuses on the connections between societal 
and economic progress, has the power to unleash the next wave of global growth.  
They believe the three key ways that companies can create shared value 
opportunities include by re-conceiving products and markets, by redefining 
productivity in the value chain, and by enabling local cluster development. 

Within this context we see the chemicals sector as one of the most innovative of 
the basic materials sectors by re-conceiving products and markets. Many 
chemical companies are cutting costs, mitigating environmental damage, 
simplifying processes and increasing process yields and efficiencies. 
Specifically enzymes, process catalysts, critical and technology metals (rare 
earths & precious) recycling, renewable energy materials (Lithium Ion Batteries, 
Lightweight Composites and Solar substrates), insulation products, industrial 
gases, bio-materials and plastics, seeds and environmental pigments offer 
sustainability through innovation. Novozymes is a standout leader in enzyme 
development. Many companies producing seeds, fertilisers and crop protection 

                                                        

1  “Creating Shared Value” Harvard Business Review, Michael E. Porter & Mark R. Kramer, January 2011 
http://hbr.org/2011/01/the-big-idea-creating-shared-value/ar/1 

Chemicals face weaker demand but are 
better structured 

Chemicals the most innovative of basic 
materials 
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products are responding to rising demands of grains and food, with Monsanto, 
Dupont and Syngenta global leaders in seeds development. 

 
What are the likely key themes for 2012? 
Policy change will drive sentiment and equity performance: Possible 
resolution of European debt crisis, China easing and a US QE3 program are 
examples of government policy that would shift material equity sentiment and 
direction. We believe that the hurdle rate for QE3 is higher than for QE2 but 
once deflationary pressures are pressing in the US, QE3 will become more likely 
and a significant catalyst for cyclical commodity chemicals.  

Continued dominance of China outcomes for commodity chemicals: 
China is petrochemical feedstock constrained and imports over half of its base 
chemical needs. Key globally traded commodity chemicals and fertilizers are 
driven by Chinese housing, economic growth, resilient domestic demand, low 
inventories and rising exports. We expect social housing to support overall 
construction in the next 12-15 months while Chinese automotive demand is key 
for driving a recovery in synthetic rubber. Chinese economic growth 
expectations are a significant driver of soybean, palm oil and now increasingly 
corn futures prices which in turn impact sentiment driving fertilizer prices, seed 
revenues and crop protection chemical volumes.  

Asian energy tightness to support coal prices & stimulate capacity 
that takes advantage of low cost gas feedstocks: Despite the rising call 
for carbon emissions markets, thermal coal continues to be the fuel-of-choice for 
cheap power generation, particularly in the emerging economies of China and 
India, with large domestic resources. China & India now buy 25% of the 
internationally-traded coal (175mt; as opposed to just 36mt or 6% in 2005). 
India domestic thermal coal demand is expected to lift +9% y/y over next five 
years as power coal usage rises from 400mt to 600mt by 2015E. The 
Fukushima-inspired anti-nuclear campaign that has forced governments of Japan 
and Germany to re-consider the use of nuclear power may prove to be a benefit 
to thermal coal (alternative fuel to nuclear). This will continue to steepen cost 
curves for coal based chemicals such as urea, PVC and methanol and stimulate 
petrochemical and gas to liquid capacity build in low cost gas areas such as 
North America. 

 
What may surprise on the upside or downside? 
China struggles with cost, quality and security in raw materials: 
China in parts is becoming more cost-quality aware as the central government 
lifts environmental standards, putting political pressure to clean up coal and 
materials related activities. Yet the environmental practice in materials appears a 
long way from central planning objectives with 20bt of industrial waste still 
discharged into the Yangtze River every year from more than 400k chemical 
plants, 5 steel mills and 7 metal refineries.  While China’s capital cost advantage 
of being 30% cheaper than the rest of the world is intact, operating costs, 
resource quality, environmental damage and rail haulage bottlenecks suggest 
that domestic raw materials, iron ore, coal, fertilisers, chemicals are becoming 
less competitive with imports. A move to greater total costing should be positive 
for truly cost competitive international suppliers.  

Policy change pivotal for materials 
outcomes 

China above 30% of global 
consumption of many base chemicals 

Asian energy dependency on coal 
remains 

 

 

 

Higher Asian Energy costs help to 
steepen petrochemical production cost 
curves which raises average product 
prices but also provides a greater 
incentive for capacity build in low cost 
regions 

China’s domestic costs rise in raw 
materials supply 
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China restocking in key commodities: China tightening program from 
2010 resulted in significant destocking of key commodity chemicals. A 
significant easing of liquidity conditions could result in a stronger than expected 
restocking event that could provide an uplift in imports for several commodity 
chemicals which will provide upward momentum for price to raw material 
spreads in global spot markets.   

Petrochemicals and base chemicals earnings on the downside: As 
pricing grew with volume improvement late in the up-cycle, we now expect 
pricing to correct during de-stocking and de-risking period of Q411-Q212. 
Deflation is likely to drive destocking and delay a restocking but that may 
reverse quickly with inflation and policy stimulus. Crop protection costs will 
continue to surprise negatively while raw material costs will relieve pressure on 
some specialty chemicals. For others the benefit of lower petrochemical input 
costs will be offset by inflation. Growth in legislative driven business niches 
(recycling, catalysts) will surprise on the upside. 

Climate change impacts (La Niña): Southern Oscillation Index points on its 
strengthening probability, albeit more moderate than the 2010/11, of a La Niña 
event that poses a risk to major agricultural regions (Australia/South East Asia, 
Lat Am and US). Below average summer crop yields in Latin America would 
lead to a rally in food markets in H112, and return of food price inflation. Wetter 
conditions in key thermal coal exporting regions such as Indonesia, Australia 
and South Africa could raise coal prices. Hence La Niña provides a two pronged 
support for urea through higher crop prices and a steeper coal driven cost curve. 

US dollar and oil prices outcomes: Basic materials stocks are generally 
positively correlated with a weaker US dollar and a stronger oil price. The 
Chemical sector in particular will react significantly to surprises in oil price. 
While we anticipate a weaker price throughout 2012 with recovering oil 
production from the MENA region it is still subject to geopolitical disruption 
such as a potential action against Iran’s nuclear program. 

 
What are the likely key catalysts in 2012? 
Coercive default: 2012 is overshadowed by the potential of a coercive Greek 
default forcing an exit from the Eurozone, major bank failures and long term 
yields of Italian and Spanish bonds remaining above 7% for an extended time. 
All these events will puncture sentiment, trigger credit squeeze and will 
certainly result in lower commodity prices. 

Pre-emptive policy adjustment: the counter balancing catalysts would be 
pre-emptive policy action by the US, China and EU to recapitalise EU banks and 
restructure peripheral European debt. Concerted global action may have a 
significant stimulus effect the more leveraged and commodity intensive 
economies such as the emerging markets. 

 

Extent of restocking after 12+ months 
of tightening 

Earnings downside in many materials 
companies obvious in petrochems 

Climate change effects remain erratic 

US dollar and oil prices  

Banking or govt default 

Policy pre-emption if market 
deteriorates 
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Global inflation/ deflation outcomes:  US and Chinese CPI will determine 
stimulus, interest rates and global capital flows and risk-on and risk-off 
sentiment. Strong balance sheets may generate upside risks for cash returns to 
shareholders.  

Currency movements, US$, oil prices:  The position of US$ against the 
major commodity currencies will decide the pricing and market balances of 
commodities trade; Australian, Canadian and Brazilian currencies are expected 
to be firmer over 2012. Oil price movements and policy stimulus are key 
catalysts for petrochemicals/intermediates with demand from auto (downside 
risk) and construction/electronics (upside risk) key for end demand.  

Property outcomes in China: housing and construction outcomes are 
important indicators for a broad range of commodity outcomes but also 
indirectly influence purchases of durable goods in China. Lower real estate 
values in China will probably curb consumer spending on automobiles and 
white goods which have the potential of significantly impacting margins for 
several commodity chemicals 

 
What are our most non-consensus sector calls? 
Chinese energy and feedstock constraints will continue to radically 
change the chemicals trading landscape: China continues to be a 
significant importer of most petrochemicals as refinery capacity growth which 
supplies petrochemical raw materials fails to catch up with Chinese demand 
growth for petrochemicals and plastics. In the case of coal based chemicals PVC 
and Methanol we have seen energy constraints drive China to increase imports 
at the expense of local production rates. For urea we see China swinging from 
being a net exporter to importer. As cost curves steepen investment in low cost 
production capacity becomes more favourable and we expect to continue to see 
increasing investment in capacity in North America. Lower cost gas will also 
favour companies to pursue more ambitious technologies such as Gas to Liquids 
where Sasol is the technology leader. 

Reindustrialisation of the US taking off in 2012: US re-industrialisation 
on the back of low gas prices, flexible labour and cheap housing will change 
some of the supply-demand patterns of commodities in 2012. We expect rising 
competitiveness of US chemical and fertilizer producers.  

Underweight high quality chemical defensives vs chicken cyclicals: 
But our call to avoid high cost industrial chemicals and auto related names is 
becoming increasingly consensual and may revisit after expected profit 
disappointments 

 Asian chemical margins below consensus: while we do not believe a 
China hard landing will be precipitated by falling housing prices and 
construction our Asian chemicals team expect demand will be softer than 
consensus resulting in average margins 12% below consensus. 

Inflation numbers to be closely watched  

Relative currencies drive costs 

China property still the base sector 

Chemicals increasingly become linked 
to China primarily due to its energy 
constraint issues. This in itself will 
stimulate rebasing of capacity towards 
lower cost regions 

US upward surprise 

Need to be vigilant on calls 

Asian margins to be under pressure 
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Global Chemicals Key Picks 
In this section we present our company list and commentary for the most and 
least preferred stocks globally for 2012.  

Our current Top 8 includes the following stocks: 

Top 4 Chemicals Equities: Most preferred and least 
preferred 

Stock  Rating PT Investment Case 

MOST PREFERRED 

Linde Buy €120.00 Restructuring likely to show through in 2011 and should move from being a laggard to leader 

Mosaic Buy US$80.00 Leading global producer of potash and phosphate fertilizers levered to strong crop fundamentals 

Hitachi Chemical Buy ¥1700 Cyclical recovery in semiconductors/LCD cycle  

China Blue Chemical Buy HK$7.60 Chinese gas based producer of coal based chemicals giving it a significant cost advantage 

LEAST PREFERRED 

Monsanto Neutral US$72.00 Longer term earnings momentum may ease as product pipeline thins beyond 2012 

Akzo Nobel Neutral €35.00 Rising raw material costs with pressure from TiO2; Launch of cost saving plan 

Petronas Chemicals Sell RM5.70 Earnings leveraged to oil prices and UBS expectations of weakening crude oil prices will impact margins 

Taiyo Nippon Sanso Neutral ¥520 Near term company operating growth targets seen to be unrealistic 

Source: UBS. Priced as at market close on November 21st 2011 

We summarise briefly the investment case into 2012 current valuation and likely 
catalysts for each of the stocks in our top four stocks below: 

Most preferred 
Linde 

Linde is now operating as a pure-play €13bn integrated industrial gas and 
engineering group. Both Gas and Engineering offer long-term leverage to the 
energy sector and climate change opportunities. It brings defensive quality as 
well as transformational promise. 

Valuation: target is blend of DCF and forward multiples.  

2012 Catalysts: growth opportunities due to high exposure to the emerging 
markets ad cost savings from the HPO programme.  

Mosaic 

Mosaic is the world’s largest phosphate fertilizer producer and the third largest 
potash producer by capacity. About 90% of Mosaic’s products are sold into the 
fertilizer market, while the rest are used for animal feed and industrial 
applications.  

Valuation: target is DCF derived 

2012 Catalysts: crop prices, potash and phosphate prices 

Sector: German Spec Chemicals 

Rating: Buy 

PT: € 120 

Analyst: Evgenia Molotova, Thomas 
Gilbert, Joe Dewhurst, Hannah Piper 

Sector: US Commod Chemicals 

Rating: Buy 

PT: US$80.00 

Analyst: Andrew Cash 
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Hitachi Chemical 

Hitachi Chemical is a subsidiary of Hitachi's chemical segment, and Hitachi 
holds a 50.9% stake. The company has numerous products that command high 
shares in niche markets in the semiconductor and display materials, printed 
circuit board materials, and battery materials areas. 

Valuation: target is based on 1.2X FY11E PBR (normalised RoE of 8.5%, CoE 
of 7%) 

2012 Catalysts: Cyclical recovery post the bottoming of the 
semiconductor/LCD cycles 

China Blue Chemical 

China’s leading gas-based fertilizer and chemical producer (urea, methanol, 
phosphate and POM).  CBC’s end products are generally produced from coal in 
China and CBC has a significantly favourable cost position being one of the 
minority of gas based producers. Being lower on the cost curve significantly 
reduces risks to production volumes and helps CBC achieve superior margins 
versus coal based producers 

Valuation: target of HK$7.60 from a DCF-based methodology and explicitly 
forecast long-term valuation drivers using UBS’s VCAM tool. Our WACC 
assumption is 9.4%. 

2012 Catalysts: Higher Chinese coal prices and La Niña impacts to coal 
production. 

Least preferred 
Monsanto 

Monsanto produces genetically modified seeds, conventional seeds, and crop 
protection chemicals to the corn, soybean, cotton, vegetable, and other 
commercial crop markets. The company also licenses the genetically modified 
traits it invents and the germplasm (i.e. seed) it breeds to other seed companies. 
Monsanto has leading market shares in major row crops such as corn, soybean, 
and cotton in the most important producing countries, including North America, 
Latin America, Europe, and India. The company is R&D intensive. While 
Monsanto will see near term earnings growth of 20% in fiscal 2012 over the 
medium term we see a slowing of earnings growth momentum due to a thinning 
pipeline of major products and intensifying competition making multiple de-
rating likely in the longer term 

Valuation: In valuing Monsanto, we rely on DCF and cross-check against 
EV/EBITDA and P/E multiples of big cap biomedical companies. 

2012 Catalysts: Crop prices, SmartStax Corn seed adoption rates 

Sector: Japanese Spec Chemicals 

Rating: Buy 

PT: ¥1,700 

Analyst: Shohei Takahashi 

Sector: Chinese Commod Chemicals 

Rating: Buy 

PT: HK$7.60 

Analysts: Bonan Li, Peter Gastreich John 
Chung 

Sector: US Spec Chemicals 

Rating: Neutral 

PT: US$72.00 

Analysts: Andrew Cash, Bill Carroll 
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Petronas Chemicals Group 

PETRONAS Chemicals Group Berhad (PCG) is the largest petrochemical 
company in Malaysia. PCG's major petrochemical products are paraxylene, urea, 
ethylene, polyethylene, and methanol. PCG is one of the few petrochemical 
producers in Asia that uses natural gas as the feedstock for production, which 
gives it a significant advantage in terms of cost competitiveness. PCG’s earnings 
are leveraged to crude oil prices. We estimate net profit would decline7% for 
every US$10/bbl decline in crude oil prices, or 14% for every US$20/bbl 
decline. UBS expects Brent crude oil prices to fall from US$111/bbl in 2011 to 
US$100/ton in 2012 and US$95/bbl in 2013, which could lead to prolonged 
pressure on PCG’s margins. Methanol and urea prices have weakened recently 
due to falling demand in China for methanol and in Thailand for urea (due to the 
serious flooding). In addition, we believe PCG will continue to face feedstock 
shortages at its operation in East Malaysia in the near term, which is likely to 
cap its methanol utilisation rates. 

Valuation: We derive our price target from a DCF-based methodology and 
explicitly forecast long-term valuation drivers using UBS’s VCAM tool. Our 
price target assumes a WACC of 11%. 

 
2012 Catalysts: Oil prices, Urea Prices and feedstock availability 

Taiyo Nippon Sanso 

The firm is a leader in industrial gas, with an estimated market share in Japan of 
40%. The company ranks fifth in the global market for industrial gases and is 
numbered among the world's top three for gases used for electronic products. 
The new medium-term plan calls for FY13 operating profit of ¥60bn, up 71% on 
FY11 guidance. This is seen coming from profit growth of 48% in industrial gas 
and of 81% in electronics, as well as a ¥4bn boost from M&As, supporting an 
operating profit margin improvement from 7.1% in FY11 to 9.3%. 
Management’s stance on investment and lending remains aggressive, at ¥170bn 
over three years. This is a very bullish plan, and we see the organic growth 
targets for industrial gas/electronics as unrealistic. 

Valuation: We derive our price target from a DCF-based methodology and 
explicitly forecast long-term valuation drivers using UBS’s VCAM tool. Our 
price target assumes a WACC of 11%. 

2012 Catalysts: Electronics sector growth rates 

 

 
 
 

 

Sector: Malaysian Commod Chemicals 

Rating: Sell 

PT: RM5.70 

Analysts: John Chung, Peter Gastreich, 
Wei Yu 

Sector: Japanese Specialty Chemicals 

Rating: Neutral 

PT: ¥520 

Analyst: Shohei Takahashi 
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 Statement of Risk 

Slow or negative economic growth could slow the emerging cyclical 
improvement. We expect the leading chemical companies to continue to grow 
near the market growth rate on a trend-line basis. However, the chemical 
industry is highly cyclical because of inventory swings and surprise swings in 
the cost of raw materials, especially oil and gas. We expect the leading chemical 
companies to continue to create value by beating their cost of capital on average. 
During trough periods, the leading companies may even lose money. Timing is 
very important in terms of investing in and trading chemical stocks. Some of the 
chemical companies are exposed to patent expiries, changes in legislation, and 
litigation. 

 

 Analyst Certification 

Each research analyst primarily responsible for the content of this research 
report, in whole or in part, certifies that with respect to each security or issuer 
that the analyst covered in this report: (1) all of the views expressed accurately 
reflect his or her personal views about those securities or issuers and were 
prepared in an independent manner, including with respect to UBS, and (2) no 
part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related 
to the specific recommendations or views expressed by that research analyst in 
the research report. 
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This report has been prepared by UBS Limited, an affiliate of UBS AG. UBS AG, its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates 
are referred to herein as UBS. 

For information on the ways in which UBS manages conflicts and maintains independence of its research product; 
historical performance information; and certain additional disclosures concerning UBS research recommendations, 
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UBS Investment Research: Global Equity Rating Allocations 

UBS 12-Month Rating Rating Category Coverage1 IB Services2

Buy Buy 59% 35%
Neutral Hold/Neutral 35% 33%
Sell Sell 6% 14%
UBS Short-Term Rating Rating Category Coverage3 IB Services4

Buy Buy less than 1% 0%
Sell Sell less than 1% 20%

1:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the 12-month rating category. 
2:Percentage of companies within the 12-month rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided within 
the past 12 months. 
3:Percentage of companies under coverage globally within the Short-Term rating category. 
4:Percentage of companies within the Short-Term rating category for which investment banking (IB) services were provided 
within the past 12 months. 
 
Source: UBS. Rating allocations are as of 30 September 2011.  
UBS Investment Research: Global Equity Rating Definitions 

UBS 12-Month Rating Definition 
Buy FSR is > 6% above the MRA. 
Neutral FSR is between -6% and 6% of the MRA. 
Sell FSR is > 6% below the MRA. 
UBS Short-Term Rating Definition 

Buy Buy: Stock price expected to rise within three months from the time the rating was assigned 
because of a specific catalyst or event. 

Sell Sell: Stock price expected to fall within three months from the time the rating was assigned 
because of a specific catalyst or event.  
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KEY DEFINITIONS 
 Forecast Stock Return (FSR) is defined as expected percentage price appreciation plus gross dividend yield over the next 12 
months. 
 Market Return Assumption (MRA) is defined as the one-year local market interest rate plus 5% (a proxy for, and not a 
forecast of, the equity risk premium). 
 Under Review (UR) Stocks may be flagged as UR by the analyst, indicating that the stock's price target and/or rating are 
subject to possible change in the near term, usually in response to an event that may affect the investment case or valuation. 
 Short-Term Ratings  reflect the expected near-term (up to three months) performance of the stock and do not reflect any 
change in the fundamental view or investment case. 
Equity Price Targets have an investment horizon of 12 months. 
 
EXCEPTIONS AND SPECIAL CASES 
UK and European Investment Fund ratings and definitions are: Buy: Positive on factors such as structure, management, 
performance record, discount; Neutral: Neutral on factors such as structure, management, performance record, discount; Sell: 
Negative on factors such as structure, management, performance record, discount. 
Core Banding Exceptions (CBE): Exceptions to the standard +/-6% bands may be granted by the Investment Review 
Committee (IRC). Factors considered by the IRC include the stock's volatility and the credit spread of the respective company's 
debt. As a result, stocks deemed to be very high or low risk may be subject to higher or lower bands as they relate to the rating. 
When such exceptions apply, they will be identified in the Company Disclosures table in the relevant research piece. 
 
  
Research analysts contributing to this report who are employed by any non-US affiliate of UBS Securities LLC are not 
registered/qualified as research analysts with the NASD and NYSE and therefore are not subject to the restrictions contained in 
the NASD and NYSE rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances, and trading securities held by a 
research analyst account. The name of each affiliate and analyst employed by that affiliate contributing to this report, if any, 
follows. 
UBS Limited: Joe Dewhurst. UBS Securities LLC: Andrew W. Cash. UBS AG: Thomas Gilbert. UBS Securities Asia 
Limited: John Chung. UBS Securities Japan Ltd: Shohei Takahashi.   
  
Company Disclosures 

Company Name Reuters 12-mo rating Short-term rating Price Price date 
Akzo Nobel16, 22 AKZO.AS Neutral N/A €34.78 28 Nov 2011 
China BlueChemical 3983.HK Buy N/A HK$5.85 28 Nov 2011 
Hitachi Chemical 4217.T Buy N/A ¥1,420 28 Nov 2011 
Linde16, 18 LING.DE Buy N/A €108.15 28 Nov 2011 
Monsanto Co.16 MON.N Neutral N/A US$69.49 28 Nov 2011 
Mosaic Co2, 4, 5, 16 MOS.N Buy N/A US$50.95 28 Nov 2011 
PETRONAS Chemicals Group 
Berhad PCGB.KL Sell N/A RM5.91 25 Nov 2011 

Taiyo Nippon Sanso 4091.T Neutral N/A ¥544 28 Nov 2011 

Source: UBS. All prices as of local market close. 
Ratings in this table are the most current published ratings prior to this report. They may be more recent than the stock pricing 
date 
  
2. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries has acted as manager/co-manager in the underwriting or placement of securities of 

this company/entity or one of its affiliates within the past 12 months. 
4. Within the past 12 months, UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries has received compensation for investment banking 

services from this company/entity. 
5. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries expect to receive or intend to seek compensation for investment banking services 

from this company/entity within the next three months. 
16. UBS Securities LLC makes a market in the securities and/or ADRs of this company. 
18. The U.S. equity strategist, a member of his team, or one of their household members has a long position in the ADRs of 

Linde AG. 
22. UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries held other significant financial interests in this company/entity as of last month`s end 

(or the prior month`s end if this report is dated less than 10 working days after the most recent month`s end). 
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Unless otherwise indicated, please refer to the Valuation and Risk sections within the body of this report. 
 
  
For a complete set of disclosure statements associated with the companies discussed in this report, including information on 
valuation and risk, please contact UBS Securities LLC, 1285 Avenue of Americas, New York, NY 10019, USA, Attention: 
Publishing Administration.       
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Global Disclaimer 
 
This report has been prepared by UBS Limited, an affiliate of UBS AG. UBS AG, its subsidiaries, branches and affiliates are referred to herein as UBS. In certain countries, UBS AG is referred 
to as UBS SA. 
 
This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. Nothing in this report constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or 
recommendation contained herein is suitable or appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. It is published solely for information 
purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments in any jurisdiction. No 
representation or warranty, either express or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained herein, except with respect to information 
concerning UBS AG, its subsidiaries and affiliates, nor is it intended to be a complete statement or summary of the securities, markets or developments referred to in the report. UBS does not 
undertake that investors will obtain profits, nor will it share with investors any investment profits nor accept any liability for any investment losses. Investments involve risks and investors should 
exercise prudence in making their investment decisions. The report should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgement. Past performance is not 
necessarily a guide to future performance. The value of any investment or income may go down as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. Any opinions expressed in this 
report are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to opinions expressed by other business areas or groups of UBS as a result of using different assumptions and criteria. 
Research will initiate, update and cease coverage solely at the discretion of UBS Investment Bank Research Management. The analysis contained herein is based on numerous assumptions. 
Different assumptions could result in materially different results. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this report may interact with trading desk personnel, sales personnel and other 
constituencies for the purpose of gathering, synthesizing and interpreting market information. UBS is under no obligation to update or keep current the information contained herein. UBS relies 
on information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas within UBS, into other areas, units, groups or affiliates of UBS. The compensation of the analyst who 
prepared this report is determined exclusively by research management and senior management (not including investment banking). Analyst compensation is not based on investment banking 
revenues, however, compensation may relate to the revenues of UBS Investment Bank as a whole, of which investment banking, sales and trading are a part. 
The securities described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Options, derivative products and futures are not suitable for all investors, and 
trading in these instruments is considered risky. Mortgage and asset-backed securities may involve a high degree of risk and may be highly volatile in response to fluctuations in interest rates 
and other market conditions. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. Foreign currency rates of exchange may adversely affect the value, price or income of any security 
or related instrument mentioned in this report. For investment advice, trade execution or other enquiries, clients should contact their local sales representative. Neither UBS nor any of its 
affiliates, nor any of UBS' or any of its affiliates, directors, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this report. For financial 
instruments admitted to trading on an EU regulated market: UBS AG, its affiliates or subsidiaries (excluding UBS Securities LLC and/or UBS Capital Markets LP) acts as a market maker or 
liquidity provider (in accordance with the interpretation of these terms in the UK) in the financial instruments of the issuer save that where the activity of liquidity provider is carried out in 
accordance with the definition given to it by the laws and regulations of any other EU jurisdictions, such information is separately disclosed in this research report. UBS and its affiliates and 
employees may have long or short positions, trade as principal and buy and sell in instruments or derivatives identified herein. 
Any prices stated in this report are for information purposes only and do not represent valuations for individual securities or other instruments. There is no representation that any transaction 
can or could have been effected at those prices and any prices do not necessarily reflect UBS's internal books and records or theoretical model-based valuations and may be based on certain 
assumptions. Different assumptions, by UBS or any other source, may yield substantially different results. 
United Kingdom and the rest of Europe: Except as otherwise specified herein, this material is communicated by UBS Limited, a subsidiary of UBS AG, to persons who are eligible 
counterparties or professional clients and is only available to such persons. The information contained herein does not apply to, and should not be relied upon by, retail clients. UBS Limited is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA). UBS research complies with all the FSA requirements and laws concerning disclosures and these are indicated on the 
research where applicable. France: Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and UBS Securities France SA. UBS Securities France S.A. is regulated by the Autorité des 
Marchés Financiers (AMF). Where an analyst of UBS Securities France S.A. has contributed to this report, the report is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Securities France S.A. 
Germany: Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and UBS Deutschland AG. UBS Deutschland AG is regulated by the Bundesanstalt fur Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht 
(BaFin). Spain: Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and UBS Securities España SV, SA. UBS Securities España SV, SA is regulated by the Comisión Nacional del 
Mercado de Valores (CNMV). Turkey: Prepared by UBS Menkul Degerler AS on behalf of and distributed by UBS Limited. Russia: Prepared and distributed by UBS Securities CJSC. 
Switzerland: Distributed by UBS AG to persons who are institutional investors only. Italy: Prepared by UBS Limited and distributed by UBS Limited and UBS Italia Sim S.p.A.. UBS Italia Sim 
S.p.A. is regulated by the Bank of Italy and by the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa (CONSOB). Where an analyst of UBS Italia Sim S.p.A. has contributed to this report, the 
report is also deemed to have been prepared by UBS Italia Sim S.p.A.. South Africa: UBS South Africa (Pty) Limited (Registration No. 1995/011140/07) is a member of the JSE Limited, the 
South African Futures Exchange and the Bond Exchange of South Africa. UBS South Africa (Pty) Limited is an authorised Financial Services Provider. Details of its postal and physical address 
and a list of its directors are available on request or may be accessed at http:www.ubs.co.za. United States: Distributed to US persons by either UBS Securities LLC or by UBS Financial 
Services Inc., subsidiaries of UBS AG; or by a group, subsidiary or affiliate of UBS AG that is not registered as a US broker-dealer (a 'non-US affiliate'), to major US institutional investors only. 
UBS Securities LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a report prepared by another non-US affiliate when distributed to US persons by UBS Securities LLC 
or UBS Financial Services Inc. All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in this report must be effected through UBS Securities LLC or UBS Financial Services Inc., and not 
through a non-US affiliate. Canada: Distributed by UBS Securities Canada Inc., a subsidiary of UBS AG and a member of the principal Canadian stock exchanges & CIPF. A statement of its 
financial condition and a list of its directors and senior officers will be provided upon request. Hong Kong: Distributed by UBS Securities Asia Limited. Singapore: Distributed by UBS Securities 
Pte. Ltd [mica (p) 039/11/2009 and Co. Reg. No.: 198500648C] or UBS AG, Singapore Branch. Please contact UBS Securities Pte Ltd, an exempt financial advisor under the Singapore 
Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110); or UBS AG Singapore branch, an exempt financial adviser under the Singapore Financial Advisers Act (Cap. 110) and a wholesale bank licensed under the 
Singapore Banking Act (Cap. 19) regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis or report.  The recipient of this 
report represent and warrant that they are accredited and institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289). Japan: Distributed by UBS Securities Japan Ltd to 
institutional investors only. Where this report has been prepared by UBS Securities Japan Ltd, UBS Securities Japan Ltd is the author, publisher and distributor of the report. Australia: 
Distributed by UBS AG (Holder of Australian Financial Services License No. 231087) and UBS Securities Australia Ltd (Holder of Australian Financial Services License No. 231098) only to 
'Wholesale' clients as defined by s761G of the Corporations Act 2001. New Zealand: Distributed by UBS New Zealand Ltd. An investment adviser and investment broker disclosure statement 
is available on request and free of charge by writing to PO Box 45, Auckland, NZ. Dubai: The research prepared and distributed by UBS AG Dubai Branch, is intended for Professional Clients 
only and is not for further distribution within the United Arab Emirates. Korea: Distributed in Korea by UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Seoul Branch. This report may have been edited or contributed 
to from time to time by affiliates of UBS Securities Pte. Ltd., Seoul Branch. Malaysia: This material is authorized to be distributed in Malaysia by UBS Securities Malaysia Sdn. Bhd (253825-
x).India : Prepared by UBS Securities India Private Ltd. 2/F,2 North Avenue, Maker Maxity, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), Mumbai (India) 400051. Phone: +912261556000 SEBI 
Registration Numbers: NSE (Capital Market Segment): INB230951431 , NSE (F&O Segment) INF230951431, BSE (Capital Market Segment) INB010951437. 
The disclosures contained in research reports produced by UBS Limited shall be governed by and construed in accordance with English law. 
 
UBS specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or in part without the written permission of UBS and UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this 
respect. Images may depict objects or elements which are protected by third party copyright, trademarks and other intellectual property rights. © UBS 2011. The key symbol and UBS are 
among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved. 
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